Today’s opportunities and challenges in science communication

May 9th, 2019, 5 – 7 pm
Hannoversche Straße 27, room 2.21

- How does our university contribute to the field of communication?
- What are the latest trends in the field of science communication from a university’s perspective?
- How can we, as PhD students, improve the visibility of our research?

We are going to
GET TO KNOW BORIS NITZSCHE
(vice press speaker of our university)
+ HEAR ABOUT THE WORK THE HU’S DEPARTMENT FOR COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA + DISCUSS CURRENT CHALLENGES in the field of science communication

WHO IS INVITED?
Everyone interested, especially PhD students.

WHO IS ORGANIZING THIS?
Doctoral Research Cluster “Food & Democracy” with the support of the Graduate Center of the Faculty of Life Sciences

CONTACT: wiebke.nowack@hu-berlin.de